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DUTCH’S COLONIAL COCKTAIL BITTERS
URL: dutchspirits.com

These bitters are made from a unique blend of aromatic and flavorful 
botanicals that were popular in the 18th century. the tincture is crafted 
from hand harvested and in some cases, wild forged ingredients like 
Indian red rose petals, French lavender, Egyptian chamomile, American 
spicebush, kinnikinnick leaf and Albanian juniper. Any idea what those 
taste like? Who cares -- we promise it’ll taste great in your drink. 
Dutch’s Colonial Cocktail Bitters bring a pleasant bitterness up front, 
a complex spicy flavor base and floral top notes. Unusual, distinctive, 
and one of a kind, adding a few drops of these Colonial Bitters should 
provide you with a unique tipple with a historic twist.

WAHAKA MEZCAL
URL: wahakamezcal.com

Breaking it down for those of us who are still hooked on phonics, Wahaka 
offers artisanal mezcals that are produced by fifth generation mezcaleros 
in Oaxaca, Mexico. Dedicated to authenticity, this producer utilizes 
sustainable harvesting techniques and labor intensive traditional methods, 
some of them still being powered by burro. Currently, they produce five 
different premium mezcals using an array of agave “varietals” including their 
estate grown Joven Espadin as well as Highland Tobalá and the Lowland 
Madre Cuishe, which are both types of wild agave. “El respeto al derecho 
ajeno es la paz.” says Don Benito Juarez, which loosely translates to 
something probably awesome that you should Google.

INTOXICASE
URL: intoxicase.com

The Intoxicase all at once sheaths your iPhone, 
opens your beer, and makes everyone else at the 
BBQ wish they were as cool as you. This unique 
accessory comes in two types: the classic Intoxicase 
has a sturdy stationary opener while the Intoxicase 
Plus features a collapsable opening mechanism 
(and if you carry your iPhone in your back pocket 
like I do, should be less of a pain in the buttocks). 
Both versions include a free app that will keep a 
tally of how many brews you’ve opened, play your 
favorite football team’s theme song and a few 
other beer friendly functions. the Intoxicase utilizes 
small mechanics to give your iPhone a unique and 
desperately important functionality. at least until you 
upgrade to the iPhone 5.

FREAKER
URL: freakerusa.com

This little wine sweater has a message for you: 
“Hello I’m a Freaker and I fit on everything and 
because of my exxxtreme elasticity I keep your 
drinks cold and you looking snazzzy.” This colorful 
product is brought to you by a colorful brand of 
colorful people who like to color. What’s more is 
that it’s made in the freakin U.S.A. In a sentence, 
you could say that a Freaker is essentially a stretchy 
beverage coozy that you can use to easily add a 
splash of personality to your wine bottle, your coffee 
mug, or even a jug of your favorite apple juice. 
Brought to you by a collection of entrepreneurs, 
creatives and videographers FreakerUSA is a start 
up company with more pizzazz than you can shake 
a champagne saber at. Stop by their website for 
more Freaker madness and some sillies.

GRADY’S COLD BREW
URL: gradyscoldbrew.com

Who doesn’t like iced coffee? We definitely do which is why we’re excited 
about this. Grady’s Cold Brew is a New Orleans-style coffee concentrate 
that’s brewed and bottled by hand in Brooklyn, New York. Each batch is 
made by steeping a special blend of freshly roasted coffee and chicory in 
water overnight and then the grounds are removed by using a two-step 
filtration process. The finished product is a tasty coffee concentrate that is 
perfect mixed with milk or water and can be served over ice or steaming hot.

STRAUS FAMILY CREAMERY ORGANIC  
LACTOSE-FREE MILK
URL: strausfamilycreamery.com

Dairy - such a simple everyday product that many of us use without even 
thinking twice about it. But what about those who are lactose intolerant 
and can’t enjoy the simple pleasure of milk and the recipes that require 
it? Straus Family Creamery has solved this with their organic, cream-top, 
lactose-free milk. With the addition of a natural enzyme called lactase, 
which converts lactose to glucose and galactose, the milk is easier to digest 
and suitable for those who suffer from lactose intolerance. What’s more, it’s 
non-GMO project verified, kosher, gluten free and comes in a nifty reusable 
glass bottle that is reused an average of eight times before being recycled.

PIERRE FERRAND DRY 
CURAÇAO
URL: pierreferrandcognac.com

pierre ferrand proprietor alexandre gabriel teamed 
up with renowned cocktail historian David Wondrich 
and the finished product is Pierre Ferrand Dry 
curaçao. a popular component in 19th century 
cocktails, orange Curaçao has changed drastically 
over the years with different ingredients, colors 
and production methods, eventually evolving 
into something far from what it once was and left 
bartenders wanting something better. Enter Pierre 
Ferrand Dry Curaçao. Based off a 19th century 
recipe, it is a traditional French orange Curaçao 
made from the peels of Curaçao oranges and spices 
blended with brandy and Pierre Ferrand Cognac. 
Perfect for punches, slings, fizzes and more.

CLIF FAMILY WINERY CLIMBER POUCH
URL: cliffamilywinery.com

Mutineer loves fine beverages and things that are sustainable, and 
we get even more excited when those two things are combined. 
Luckily, Clif Family Winery does exactly that. Clif Family Winery, the 
same people who brought you Clif Bar, understands the outdoors 
well and that glass bottles don’t exactly work everywhere. The 
beach, a mountaintop picnic, rafting, and so on. Pack it in, pack it 
out, The Climber is a great way to experience wine with packaging 
that is easy on the environment. Look for it in both cabernet 
sauvignon and chardonnay.
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